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On the 12th of November 2013, Oak Lodge Sixth Form Drama Group will be
performing A Midsummer's Nights Dream at The Pleasance Theatre in
Islington, as part of the Shakespeare School Festival. This week they participated
in a joint cast work shop with King Alfred School. They were excellent!
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From the Head Teacher
Strike Action – 17th October

The NUT and NASUWT are calling a joint one day regional strike in the South East and London
on 17th October 2013. Action has been called as part of the opposition to government proposals to increase pension contributions and pensions’ ages and also in relation to defending a number of working conditions. We will not know for certain until nearer the time how this is going
to affect Oak Lodge. Dependent on the number of teachers taking strike action, there is
a possibility that we may have to close some or all classes for the day on grounds of
health and safety. We will of course let you know as soon as we possibly can about the arrangements we will have to take as a result of this action.

Meeting for Barnet Parent-Carers
pp4danBarnet Meeting for Barnet Parent-Carers of children and young people with a
disability and additional needs aged 0 – 25 years
9:30am – 12:30pm, Monday 14 October 2013, Rainbow Centre Dollis Valley Drive
EN5 2UN
If you are going to attend, please advise them: bppforum@btinternet.com / 020 8449 5251
Please let them know in advance if you have any special requirements.

Have you received the Newsletter by
email? Help us save paper with an
email address!
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The 6th form History Option
group are studying local history.
At present we are studying the
history of East Finchley. We
found out that Dick Turpin
robbed people in East Finchley.
He would hide behind trees on
Finchley Common. Last Friday
we walked to the
North Circular junction to see
an Oak tree which has an engraving of Dick Turpin on its
trunk.

Well done to all members of S2 who have
tried so hard to learn the names of
different types of trees on their local
‘nature’ walks! They are a class who show a
lot of interest in plants, birds and animals.
We went out again on a very sunny
Wednesday morning and identified
different types of deciduous and
coniferous trees. We collected some
beautiful fir cones.

P1’s Trip to St Paul’s Cathedral
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On Tuesday P1 visited
St Paul’s Cathedral. We were given an
introduction to the cathedral in the
classroom and then Emily gave us a
guided tour of the Cathedral. Some of
us dressed up as bishops and priests.
After our tour we climbed to the Whispering Gallery and the Golden Gallery at
the top of the dome. The view was
superb! We had our picnic lunches in
the rose garden and then went to the
local cafe.

